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Students find fun on campus
J e s s ic a D e Z w a a n ,
C had
O z e e , P h il
D a n n e w itz, and T im
K o erner d isp lay th e ir
fin e actin g a b ilitie s in
th e p ro d u c tio n o f
“H ello, D o lly r(b e lo w )
(G lim m erG lass pho to b y
S co tt H ughes)

mm

C o atless and care
fre e , O livet studen ts
co n g reg ate, so cial
ize and sip cold
d rin ks in th e Com 
m on G rounds,
(a b o v e )
(G lim m erG lass pho to b y
S co tt H ughes)

psfl;

T h e w arm er than
averag e tem p era
tu re s h ave lended
th em selves w ell to
th o se w h o fe e i th a t a
little o u td o o r a c tiv ity
is in o rd er, (ab o ve)
(G lim m erG lass pho to b y
S co tt H ughes)

Radioactivity not always a good thing
Tribune Media Service

Columbia Univer
sity has suspended two
graduate students until in
vestigators determine how
the couple’s universityowned apartment became
contaminated with radioac
tive phosphorous-32. Uni
versity officials have de

clined to identify the stu
dents, but The New York
Times said they are Lei Liu
and Yao Cheng, both doc
toral students.
The radioactive
material was found in the
apartment after an inquiry
by the university’s office of
Environmental Health and
Radiation Safety. Investiga
tors said they removed a

contaminated pillow from
the apartment, but that
repeated inspections of the
dwelling turned up no
additional traces of radia
tion.
Phosphorous-32 is
commonly used to diagnose
and treat some diseases, and
scientists often use it to
mark cells or genetic
material during experiments.

Without a license from the
City of New York’s health
department, possession of
the radioactive material is
illegal. University investiga
tors said they found traces
of the phosphorous on the
students’ hands and in their
hair, but that the amount of
exposure is miniscule.
As a precaution,
university health officials are

monitoring both students.
The students are expected to
meet with a panel of
students and faculty mem
bers next month to deter
mine whether any other
disciplinary action should be
taken. Until then, university
officials have said their
investigation will continue.
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M arcl H a rrie r (le ft)
w o n th e s p e e c h
to u rn a m e n t M o n 
d ay w ith h er speech
about
C ra y o n s .
S econd
p la c e :
J a re d H a n c o c k M u ltip le
In t e lli
gences Theory, third
p lace: C h ris Lloyd c rim e p re v e n tio n ,
fo u rth place: Laura
O b er - sn o w b o ard 
in g , f if th p la c e :
S tacy B easley - eat
ing d iso rd ers In co l
lege ath le te s , sixth
p la c e : E liz a b e th
W rig h t - eb o la viru s.
(G lim m erG lass p h o to
b y Dr. Jay M artinson)
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ment will fill up four
buses and one cargo van
full of six ensemblesthree choral and three
instrumental. “We are
strongly encouraging in
termingling within the
groups because we are a
department in this to
gether,” says Reddick.
For Professor Martha
Dalton, director for the
Women’s Choir, her
favorite part is “the
opportunity to work
together as a whole and
the opportunity to inter
act with all the music
students.”
As far as the

tour goes, Bell says that his
highlights include “getting
to travel with students and
getting to know them
better. You get to know
everybody better when
you travel on a bus....” No
comment.
The department
has come a long way from
last year when they
decided to dissolve Uni
versity Singers, a coed
ensemble, into two sepa
rate ensembles-The Men’s
and Women’s choirs. Just
like each orchestra has its
own flavor and style, each
choir now has the freedom

On March 31st, a
big event will take place for
the music department of
Olivet NaZarene Univer
sity. The entire depart
ment will^go on the road
for a three day tour of
Northern Illinois and Michi
gan. That’s right-all three
choirs and all orchestras
will be in attendance. “It is
the first time we’ve done
anything like this with the
entire music department
on the road,” says Jeff
Bell, director for the Men’s
Choir. “It’s fun being
(cont on page 3)
together and having
different students get
JO E’S A U TO M O TIV E IN C .
ting to know each
560 S. WASHINGTON
other better.” Says
KANKAKEE
Professor
Don
937-9281
Reddick, “there will
Time to Tune Up
be an excitement that
cannot be duplicated
See BILL JONES,
by any single en
Engine Specialist
semble.”
The depart
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O NU studen ts rough each o ther up as mem'
bers o f th e NW O - N azarene W o rld O rder.
(G /im m erG /ass pho to b y S co tt H ughes)

tO do the same. “Each choir
has its own identity and we
compliment each other very
well,” says Reddick. Also,
the fact that University
Singers is dissolved, the
need. to feel competitive
between the choirs has
dissipated. There has been
more room for the addition
of some 25 more voices to
participate in the choral
parts of . the music depart
ment.
This year has been
a good year for the choirs.
Each choir has done its own
touring and has had wonder^
ful experiences while on the
road. Says Dalton, the most
positive i aspect about
Women’s Choir has been
“the opportunity to watch
and participate in the musi
cal, spiritual, and interper
sonal growth of the mem

bers of Women’s Choir.”
Dalton says she hopes that
“Women’s Choir would be a
community in which women
learn and grow musically,
spiritually, and personally.” .
The Men’s Choir
has also been on tour
throughout Northern Illinois
and Indiana. Orpheus has
had several opportunities to
perform including participa
tion in Praise Gathering.
Together, all of the groups
are effectively canvasing the
educational zones of Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan, and Wis
consin.
The three musical
ensembles include Jazz
Band, Concert Band and
Orchestra. The Orchestra
has stringed instruments
while the Concert band
instead uses wind and
percussion instruments only.
“They are distinctly not

going to sound alike,’’says
Reddick.
The two-fold pur
pose of the weekend tour is
to recruit prospective stu
dents to come as music
majors and minors to Olivet,
and to rally support from
music alumni to ensure
music progress at ONU.
Having the choral and
musical ensembles together
will be “excellent entertain
ment and PR for the
university.”
. . :.
. With each ensemble
and band going, “we are
promoting the entire depart
ment and all of the groups in
an equal manner and trying
to build camaraderie within
the groups..¿.developing a
spirit of cooperation versus
competition.”
Reddick
stated: “God expects our
best in any performance and
we are doing our best.”

Answer:
Question:
w m

W H E R E 'S TH E M O N E Y FOR
YO U R COLLEGE E D U C A TIO N
1 ^ 1 G O IN G TO C O M E FR O M ?
r

UPS offers its part-time employees
T h e UPS

EARN &
LEARN

Program

Up to $ 2 3 , ® ® ® *

m

with the
UPS Earn & Learn Program.

Education benefits begin your first day of work. !t doesn't matter if classes
have already started. Don’t miss out. Call UPS today. Work only 3-1/2 to S hours.'
No weekends. We offer other awesom e ¡benefits, too; .i: V . *»•.
*.
To inquire about part-time Package H an dlerjob opportunities■ starting at $8.50 - $9.50 per hour, call; -

1 -8 8 8 -4 U P S -J O B
(Access Code: 4639)
*UPS Earn & Learn Program guidelines apply. Education assurance at th e loBowing UPS
Chicagofand facilities: Hodgkins, Palatine, and downtown C-h'^Q0 (Jefferson Street).

w w w .u p sjo b s.c o m /c ltic a g o

Equal Opportunity Employer
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Communication problems run rampant
Tribune Media Services

So, w e’re really
here. The year 2000, the
age of technology, speed,
nano-nano second commu
nications. Or should that be,
Communications? Either
way, one thing’s clear in
these virgin days of the
new year: exchanging mes
sages is a drag.
Case in point: I
spent the early part of the
New Year away. The day
I was homebound, news
flash! The aviation com
puter board in New Hamp
shire crashed, leaving thou
sands o f passengers
stran d ed at airp o rts
throughout New England.
Worse, it left 28 airplanes
stranded midair, pilots un
able to communicate with
their earth-bound brethren,
fuel slowly diminishing.
This confidencedeflating situation recurred
near W ashington a few
days later: no one seems to
know why, but, we are told,
it is not related to Y2K.
How reassuring. When I got
hom e, I did w hat m ost
Americans would do before
unpacking, greeting the
cats, getting their children
a snack, and yes, even go
ing to the bathroom: check
the 12 days of e-mail ex
hausting their archives. But
wait, I couldn’t log on. I
tried again. N ope. And
again. Nope. The computer
seem ed OK, and I had
taken all the proper Y2K
precautions so I checked

my phone. Quiet. That ae
’’Sure, but you
rie, rigimortus-type quiet won’t find one then either.
m eaning the phone line They’re all busy.”
was dead.
’’Can someone call
Fortunately, I have two me?”
lines, so I checked the sec
’’D efin itely ...”
ond where the dial tone Phew.”... but not until to
purred happily. My next step morrow.”
was to call the phone com
”I ’ll be out work
pany. After waiting for five ing tomorrow.”
in term in ab le m inutes,
”Oh well.”
someone else’s idea of mu
Now, four? five?
sic funneling into my ear, the who knows how many days
rep informed me that my e- later, my e-mails await me
mail line was disconnected from cyberspace as the
in June. In June?
phone company and I play
“But I ’d been e- another round of telephone
mailing and faxing from that tag. In the meantime, I ’ve
line u n til the end o f called several clients letting
Decem ber.””Sorry,” she them know why I can ’t
said, then asked what line I send or receiv e any ewas calling from. I told mails. One large govern
her.’’Nope,” she said. “That ment agency whose name
line was cut off in June, I won’t divulge but upon
also.””Impossible,” I said. whom we all depend was
■ I ’m talking on it now, I ’ve non-plussed. Turns out their
paid the bills, I ’ve ...’’This .e-mail had been down for
time, she cut me off. “The weeks. All right, but we’re
computer said you haven’t talking technology here.
had either line since June.”
We loath but ex
Meaning: the phone lines . pect these problems, much
simply don’t exist.
as we expect our cars to
Existential issues aside, my break down and our VCR’s
main concern was getting to refuse to rewind. Now,
one line back and keeping here’s the personal, ironic
the other. We batted this twist. I work as a commu
around a while, then she left nications consultant — on
me on hold for endless the word use end.
nano-seconds while she
My first day back,
looked for a supervisor. I compiled an assessment
None to be found. Our next for a client, a Fortune 500’s
conversation went some company, about its writing
thing like this: “So who'do I processes. According to the
talk to?”
data my em ployees had
”A supervisor.”
collected, the organization
”But you can’t find was suffering from a com
one.”
munications problem of an
’’That’s right.”
other sort, Their employ- ’’Should I call ees, like so many in the
back?”
work force, were e-mail

happy. In fact, the average full of industry and techno
employee with a keyboard logical language even the
on his. or her desk was authors, couldn ’t under
sending anywhere from*' stand it. The client? In the
five to 25 e-mails a day: interests of confidentiality
other employees, particu and continuing work, I
larly managers, were re won’t name names. Suffice
ceiving 50, maybe 100.
to say this client is one of
This is fine as a the nation’s leading com
measure of popularity, im m unications technology
portance, self-worth. It’s firms.
also annoying to a profes
Well, I think I ’ve
sional with more pressures made my point and should
than oatm eal has oats. close here. Besides, I want
Rather than read every e- to get this off to the news
mail, some read the first paper soon. .L et’s see, I
lines of a few choice e- can’t e-mail it — my emails and deleted the rest. mail’s still down. And my
Others had almost supersti fax machine’s connected to
tious selection methods: my com puter, so forget
Some looked at the first five that. I should try the phone
e-mails and deleted the rest, com pany again and see
some only opened the most about my line but, nope, it’s
recent, say, those sent af after hours. Maybe I should
ter 3 p.m. but none from be send this snail mail, but no,
fore.
that takes too long and what
Many deleted all with computer problems at
the e-mails, that’s right, all the airports who knows
of them, without regard to when it will arrive. I know!
sender or subject line. In the I’ll just hitch up my horse
process, they could have and buggy and deliver it
m issed everything from myself.
“We urgently need the re
ABOUT
THE
port by 5” to “Did you hear? WRITER: Susan Benjamin
The CEO died. You want is president o f Words at
thejob?”
Work International. She is
A nother sad but an expert on plain lan
common problem: both their guage and recently had
internal and external read her bogk “Words at Work:
ers were either unable to Business Writing in H alf
understand the proliferation the Time with Twice the
of jargon, passivity and Power, ” published. Read
w ordiness in an o v er ers may write to her at:
whelming number of com Words at Work Interna
munications or unwilling to tional, 1787 C olum bia
try. This problem intensified R oad NW, 3rd Floor,
with yet another client I vis Washington, D.C. 20009.
ited the following day for a
plain language training ses
sion. Their writing was so
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Features
Getting married? Don’t go for broke
Get advice for planning a wedding on a college student’s budget
By Jennifer Schultz
Features editor

Engaged people of
Olivet, unite! There is no
need to sell your car or take
out an extra loan in order to
pay for a wedding. We’ve
talked with several college
students and local profes
sionals to find out how to do
a wedding college style. It
is possible, even easy to
¡dan a wedding on a small,
almost nonexistent budget.
First, we went to
the Wedding Center on
Broadway in. Bradley to
find the perfect wedding
dress. Not only did we find
the perfect dress, but we

also found the perfect bar
gain hanging right on the
raGk. Whenever possible,
buy your wedding dress
right off the rack. Most
wedding dresses must be
ordered, but if you can fit
the dress that is hanging in
the store, then you should
buy it. These dresses are
considerably less expensive
but are of equal quality.
Any minor flaw in the dress
that comes from being
touched and hung in the
store can be fixed. The
Wedding Center cleans,
presses, and repairs any offthe-rack dress before your
•
wedding day.
When the entire
wedding
party
comes to the Wed
ding Center for their
outfits, the entire
party receives a dis
count and the bride ’s
veil is free up to
$150.
Bridal outlet stores
and J.C. Penney
outlet stores are
’great places to go
for wedding dresses
and bridesmaids’
gowns because they
offer huge dis-

counts.
Chadwick’s of
Boston, a mail-order com
pany and store chain sells
beautiful bridesmaid dresses
without the wedding store '
prices. Some dresses can be
as low as $60.
Fabric stores such
as : Jo-Ann. Fabrics and
Michael’s sell supplies to
make your own veil for
practically nothing.
If you have no idea
what to do for flowers, ask
your church if they have any
silk flowers or greenery in
storage. Many churches
have them.and are willing to
lend them to you. If you do
not have many flowers to
work with, a simple string
of white Christmas lights
entwined with tulle creates
a beautiful effect.
Bouquets, corsages
and boutenirs do not have to
be costly, either.
Silk
flowers cost less than real
and they last forever. If
you’re creative and know
what you want, you can
even make your own bou
quets. This time of year,
craft stores such as
Michael’s have wonderful
sales on all silk flowers.
You can make a silk

bouquet for about half
the price you would
pay for one at a flower
shop. Supplies such
as florists’ wire, floral
tape and ribbon are
inexpensive as well.
You can find other
decorations for very low
prices at factory outlet
stores and discount stores
such as Big Lots and the
Dollar Tree. Tuxedo shops
often sell wedding invita
tions at a 50 percent
discount.
If you or a friend
knows how to use desktop
publishing programs, it
would be a good idea to
make your own invitations.
Local print shops or even
the ONU print shop will run
them off for you at amaz
ingly low prices.
Remember that you
do not have to serve a huge
sit-down meal at your re
ception. If your wedding is
in the early afternoon, the
reception will be after lunch
but before dinner. In this
case, it is perfectly fine to
serve snacks or small sand
wiches. A simple, cakeand-punch reception can
also be beautiful. Just make

sure that the guests have
something to do while
you’re having your pictures
taken.
Since so many
Olivetians have friends who
have recently gotten mar
ried, it is a good idea to ask
newly married friends to
use some of their decora
tions such as lights and table
decorations. Most people
would not mind helping out.
A wedding is an
event that you’ll want to
share with your family and_
friends. Many of them may
not mind helping you out
with some details.
For
example, a friend who is a
photographer might be will
ing to take pictures' for you.
Perhaps a relative is a
pianist and would like to
play for the ceremony.
Don’t be afraid to ask loved
ones to participate in the,
planning and execution of
the biggest event in your
life.

Wisdom on marriage comes from the mouth of babes
“Once. I ’m done
with kindergarten, I ’m go
ing to find me a wife.” -Bert,
age 5
“Marriage is when
you get to keep your girl and
don’t have to give her back
to her parents.” -Eric, are 6
“You flip a nickel,
and heads means you stay
with him and tails means
you try the next one.” -

Kelly, age 9
“My mother says to
look for a man who is
kind....That’s what I ’ll
do„..I’ll find somebody
who’s kinda tall and hand
some.” -Carolyn, age 8
“Many daters just
eat pork chops and french
fries and talk about love.” Craig, age 9
“You should never

kiss a girl unless you have
enough bucks to buy her a
ring and her own VCR,
‘cause she’ll want to have
videos of the wedding.” Allan, age 10
“It’s better for girls
to be single but not for boys.
Boys need somebody to
clean up after them.” Anita, age 9
“It gives me a .

headache to think about that
stuff. I’m just a kid. I don’t
need that kind of trouble.” Will, age 7
“I won’t marry
Spencer until he grows a
white beard and looks like
Santa Claus.” -Rachael, age
6 •
“On the first date,
they just tell each other lies,
and that usually gets them

interested enough to go for a
second date.” -Martin, age
10
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Can we do anything
to stop senioritis?
By K ristin DeM int
Features,writer

I’m not lazy, I have
“senioritis”! Sound famil
iar?: If you thought “no,”
odds are you’re lying. Don’t
take, this defensively;, fess
up:;'Though only some of us
are currently facing this aca
demic slump, nearly all of us
have at some point in our
lives. We get eager to
graduate and give up what
we tried so hard for just
months before. Is this just
laziness, or is there some
credibility behind the term
“senioritis?” There is no
clear answer to this; how
ever, a few suggestions and
perhaps a little sarcasm will
help and m otivate the
“senioritees.” To ease your
conscience, there is some
justification of your relent
less disorder.
Remember the last
few months before high
school graduation? Senior
skip days. Socializing that
had to be done because you
would never see your
friends again. The ACT and
SAT tests that were mere
measurements of your test
taking skills, and homework
that didn’t matter because
'

■

,r • •

your college applications were
already sent in. We got lazy
only to come to college and
work our rears off. And now,
four years later, many seniors
are facing such .motivational
challenges again, You’ye,tried
so hard* p u t.in your,w ee
morning hours of studying,
and feel you deserve a break.
So instead of waiting until af
ter graduation, you decide to
take yoilr break mid-semester.
Your teachers should know
you are nearly in the working
world and have more impor
tant things on your mind,
right? We slack off out of la
ziness and determination, to
show the world that school is
behind us.
In the Curriculum
Review ’s article Treatmeni/or
Senioritis, high school is, re
ferred to as the “light at the end
of the tunnel leading to adult
hood.” Right. If this were
true, where does college fit in?
Maybe in the darkness at the
end of the tunnel...or maybe
these authors consider college
the beginning of adulthood, in
which case senioritis should
not be a problem for respon
sible adults. World-renowned
theologian Andrew Foster, an
ONU senior, claims that liv
a

ç .£!■ jf.* f

A ll p lay and no w ork? M any a s en io r Is tem p ted to m ake th is a w ay
o f life . M ake su re t h a t , you d o n ’t fa ll In to th e “S e n io ritis T ra p !”
(G lim m erG lass ph o to b y S co tt H ughes)

a taste of what’s out there,
we can’t force ourselves to
go back to the studies that
await us. For the rest of us,
pure anxiousness and irre
sponsibility are the causes pf
our low grades.
W ith the rise of
technology, the tempting
access to vast information
also gives aid to laziness.
For seniors in high school,
senioritis is a more common
excuse for cheating than one
would think. But we are in
college, and if this is a prob
lem for you, I have one word
of advice: maturity. Al
though senioritis may be real
and affects-the majority of

ing in the school’s apart
ments and participating ip
professional internships
feed the rapidly spreading
disease. He suggests that
such circumstances are
like being a part of reality
and one begins to like it.
This brings to light the
well-known analogy of
the “Olivet bubble.” Mr.
Foster was probably not
implying that Olivet life is
unrealistic. As diligent
students, some of us tend
to become absorbed in the
beautiful campus that sur
rounds us and forget about
the world past University
Avenue. So when we ‘get

.

....

.

\ * i

us, if is never an excuse for
cheating. In fact, ONU’s
policy enforces course fail
ure in extreme cases of such
deceitful acts. Taking the
easy way out is characteris
tic only of immaturity and
will get you nowhere in the
real world you are anticipat
ing. So think before you act
and plan before you slack.
Decide before spring semes
ter of your Senior year that
you will do your very best
until you walk across the
graduation stage. You can
have fun, but live up to the
responsibility required of all
adults in the working wbrld.
You are about to become a
part’of it.
f.

v •; ••

Child of the 80s looks back, wonders what happened
By Brian C. Farmer
Features writer

The world is at a
crossroads-the dawning of a
new era. You can call it the
twenty-first century, the
new millennium, or any
other name you see fit. The
bottom line is that the world
is rapidly changing. The
smaller things in life just
aren’t the same now as they
were when we were in grade
school and junior high.
From foods, to television,
to video games, a new breed

of entertainment has replaced
those things that we remem
ber and hold dear. This leaves
many of us, nostalgic as we
can be, looking with disbelief
at the many changes and
wondering, “What happened?”
* First, look to food for
proof of this change. In our
childhood, we had different
mascots and characters that
we identified with the foods
we liked to eat.
Take
breakfast cereals for example.
We all think back fondly on
characters such as Golden
Crisps’ “Sugar Bear,” the

Smacks’ Frog, ‘‘Count
Ç h o c u 1 /a ,
“Frankenberry,” and the
duo of “Cookie Cop &
Cookie Crook” from
Kellogg’s’ Cookie Crisp.
These beloved favorites
have been replaced by
such characters as Cocoa
Crispies’ “Cocoa The
Chimp,” the Bear who
now adorns Smacks’, and
the pudgy little dog who
howls for “Coooooo-kie
Crisp.” Even familiar
snack characters, such as
“Chester Cheetah” and

“The Goldfish” for which
the popular cracker is
named, have recently been
given personality overhauls.
These drastic changes re
flect current changes in the
world we live in.
The changes don’t
stop here. Take a look at the
current status of television.
We all had our favorite
cartoons when we were
children. Many of us kids
enjoyed such cartoons as
“G.I. Jo e” “Voltron,” and
“The Thundercats” and “My
Little Pony.” Today, how

ever, such shows as
“Pokemon,” “Power Rang
ers In
Space,” and
“Dragonball Z” adorn our
television screens.
As
enjoyable as many of us
may find these shows, we
can’t deny the fact that
they’re a far cry from the
TV shows that we held dear
as children.
Things will never
again be as simple as they
once seemed to be.
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When it com es to ‘sm art’ appliances, I’m toast
By Dave Barry
Tribune Media Services

R ecently,
The
Washington Post printed an
article explaining how the
appliance manufacturers
plan to drive consumers
insane.
Of course they
don’t SAY they want to
drive us insane. What they
SAY they want to do is have
us live in homes where “all
appliances are on the
Internet, sharing informa
tion” and appliances will be
“smarter than most of their
owners.« For example, the
article states, you would
have a home where the
dishwasher “can be turned
on from the office” and the
refrigerator “knows when
it’s out of milk” and the
bathroom scale “transmits
your weight to the gym.”
I frankly wonder whether
the appliance manufactur
ers, with all due respect,
have been smoking crack. I
mean, did they*ever stop to
ask themselves WHY a
consumer, after loading a
dishwasher, would go to the
office to start it? Would
there be some kind of career
benefit?
YOUR BOSS: What are

you doing?
YOU (tapping computer
keyboard): I ’m starting my
dishwasher!
YOUR BOSS: That’s the
kind of productivity we
need around here!
YOU: Now I ’m flushing the
upstairs toilet!
Listen, appliance
manufacturers:. We don’t
NEED a dishwasher that we
can communicate with from
afar. If you want to improve
our dishwashers, give us
one that senses when people
leave dirty dishes on the
kitchen counter, and shouts
at them: “PUT THOSE
DISHES IN THE DISH
WASHER RIGHT NOW
OR I’LL LEAK ALL
OVER YOUR SHOES!”
Likewise, we don’t
need a refrigerator that
knows when it’s out of milk.
We already have a fool
proof system for determin
ing if we’re out of milk: We
ask our wife. What we could
use is a refrigerator that
refuses to let us open its
door when it senses that we
are about to consume our
fourth Jell-0 Pudding Snack
in two hours.
As for a scale that
transmits our weight to the
gym: Are they NUTS? We

don’t want our weight
transmitted to our own
EYEBALLS! What if the
gym decided to transmit our
weight to all these other
appliances on the Internet?
What if our refrigerator
found out what our weight
was? We’d never get the
door open again!
But here is what
really concerns me about
these new “smart” appli
ances: Even if we like the
features, we won’t be able
to use them. We can’t use
the appliance features we
have NOW. I have a
feature-packed telephone
with 43 buttons, at least 20
of which I am afraid to
touch. This phone probably
can communicate with the
dead, but I don’t know how
to operate it, just as.I don’t
know how to operate my
TV, which has features and
requires THREE remote
controls. One control (44
buttons) came with the TV;
a second (39 buttons) came
with the VCR; the third (37
buttons) was brought here
by the cable-TV man, who
apparently felt that I did not
have enough buttons.
So when I want to
watch TV, I’m confronted
with a total of 120 buttons,

identified by such helpful
labels as PIP, MTS, DBS,
F2, JUMP and BLANK.
There are three buttons
labeled POWER, but there
are times - especially if my
son and his friends, who are
not afraid of features, have
changed the settings - when
I honestly cannot figure out
how to turn the TV on. I
stand there, holding three
remote controls, pressing
buttons at random, until
eventually I give up and go
turn on the dishwasher. It
has been, literally, years
since I have successfully
recorded a TV show. That is
how “smart” my appliances
have become.
And now the appli
ance manufacturers want to
give us even MORE fea
tures. Do you know what
this means? It means that
some night you’ll open the
door of your “smart” refrig
erator, looking for a beer,
and you’ll hear a pleasant,
cheerful voice - recorded by
the same woman who in
forms you that Your Call Is
Important when you call a
business that does not wish
to speak with you person
ally - telling you: “Your
celery is wilted.” You will
not know how your refrig

erator knows this, and, what
is worse, you will not know
who else your refrigerator is
telling about it. And if you
want to try to make the
refrigerator STOP, you’ll
have to decipher Owner’s
Manual instructions written
by and for nuclear physi
cists (‘T o disable the Pro
duce Crispness Monitoring
feature, enter the Command
Mode, then select the Edit
function, then select Change
Vegetable Defaults, then
assume that Train A leaves
Chicago traveling west
bound at 47 miles per hoilr,
while Train B...”).
Is this the kind of
future you want, consum
ers? Do you want appli
ances that are smarter than
you? Of course not. Your
appliances should be
DUMBER than you, just
like your furnitures your
pets and your representa
tives in Congress. So I am
urging you to let the
appliance industry know,
by phone, letter, fax and email, that when it comes to
“smart” appliances, you
vote NO. You need to act
quickly. Because while
you’re reading this, your
microwave oven is voting
YES.
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Jobtrak has answers

By Charlie Rodriguez
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Q: I have been hying to
discover what kind of jobs I
can get with a BA in
biology. I know I can get lab
jobs, but I am more inter
ested in a technical job that
does not necessarily have a
science base. I have also
considered going for an
architecture Master’s, but I
am not sure how to go about
it without an architecture
Bachelor’s degree. Could
you please give me advice
on what choices I have at
this point?

www.comicspage.cofn

A: What classes outside of
biology are you taking? Are

you learning how to think?
Analyze? Solve problems?
Communicate in large and
especially' small groups?
Have you taken on intern
ships or part-time work?
These things can go a long
way to supplement any
degree. I think if you are
having doubts about job
tracks inside your field of
study, you need to branch
out and see what’s out there.
You could possibly get a job
in any field, you just have to
decide what it is and
convince somebody to give
you the opportunity. I know
many biology majors who
went to law school.
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World o f wrestling changing with tim es
Wrestling is not a dying sport- It’s alive and well in new century
ByTimothy Brooks
Featureswriter

In the 1980s, there
was Hulk Hogan, Andre the
Giant, the Ultimate Warrior,
Ric Flair and the Macho
Man Randy Savage. Today
we are entertained by the
likes of Stone Cold Steve
Austin, the Rock, Goldberg,
Chris Jericho, Triple H, and
Mankind. Wrestling is
reaching levels that it was at
" in the 80s, but it has a totally
different flavor.
In the 1980s,
wrestling was focused on
in-ring
skill
and
showmanship. The perfect
example was Hulk Hogan.
He was perhaps the greatest
showman the industry has
ever seen. He was loud,
self-confident, charismatic,
and was spectacular in the
ring. His technical skill was
top notch, and his personality
drew fans from every
direction. Hogan’s impact
on wrestling was huge and
directly influenced the
popularity of wrestling
today.
If Hogan is the
example of showmanship,
then Ric Flair is a great
example of technical ability.
In between the ropes, there
is no one that can match
him, move for move. He
was also a loud guy with a
great personality, but his
selling point was definitely
his skill. Ric Flair knew
how to win at any cost.
Whether it was help from a
friend or a cheap shot, if he
was losing, nothing was
beyond him. This caused
him to get his nickname,
“The Dirtiest Player in the
Game.” There is no doubt
that he indeed is.
However, at the
turn of this century,
wrestling is promoted

differently than it was when entertainer. His humor is
champion in the WWF by
we were children. As kids, unmatched and that has
creating
a redneck character
we would imitate our hero’s vaulted him to stardom. The
that
people
can relate to.
by practicing their favorite other aspect that is important
This
surge
in
popularity is
moves on our best friends. in wrestling today is a~good
directly
related
to the
For example,
Today, we use our favorite storyline.
character
change.
wrestler’s catch phrases in Stone Cold Steve Austin
Obviously, times
our everyday talk.
For was an ordinary wrestler in
have
changed
in the
example, phrases such as his early wrestling days. He
wrestling
industry.
There
“laying the smackdown,” had characters such as
is
one
constant,
however.
(The Rock) “Austin 3:16,” Stunning Steve Austin,
Wrestling continues to
(Stone Cold) and “Don’t Superstar Steve Austin and
entertain millions of fans all
sing it, bring it” (Goldberg) The Ringmaster. Finally, he
around the world.
are becoming a part of pop changed to Stone Cold Steve
Austin and has become a
culture.
Today it is not as star and a Heavyweight
important whether
or not you have
great wrestling
ability. Instead,
there are, two
other things that
are important in
the
w restling
industry today.
The first is
e n te r ta in m e n t
value.
For
exam ple,
the
Heartbreak Kid
Shawn Michaels
is
physically
unable to wrestle,
but occasionally
shows up on
W
W
F
p r o g r a m m in g
because he is
entertaining and is
a favorite of the
fans.
Another
example is the
Rock. The Rock
is a football player
that wrestles. He
was
a
star
defensive tackle
Bring your “ can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where
on the Miami
you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire
Hurricanes before
he
began
skills that’ll help you meet the challenges you’ll face in your
wrestling.
career. Apply today a t the Army ROTC department, with no
Although he is
becoming
an
obligation. Before that voice tells you to take a vacation. :
ll^ C E l I PfjCH
established
wrestler, he has
Unlike any other college coarse you can take.
done so mainly by
being
an

you know t h a t l i t t l e v o ice
i n s i d e t h a t sa y s "I can't"?
t h i s summer,

[crush

ARMY ROTC

Are you making plans for the summer?
Call Major Nancy Zamorski at 928-5496.

T he H eart o f Youth For Christ in Kankakee C ounty
group, next to the snacks
at the end of the night. (She
must have learned a lot from
the “honesty” lesson.) Rachel
enjoys Youth For Christ and
all they do. “It is a time of
getting together with my
friends and having fun. But
I also get to hear about Jesus
and my friends who don’t
go to church get to hear
about God too. Knowing
that makes me happy.”
Michelle Nix is one of
the volunteers for Youth For
Christ at BUGC. When
asked how she got involved
with Youth For Christ she
said she saw signs around
campus, heard about it from
students, and decided to
attend the first meeting.
During that first meeting the
group of Olivetians split up
into groups and discussed
reasons why they wanted to
be involved. Michelle said
she has always had a passion
to work with youth and saw
this as a wonderful opportu
nity. After the meeting,
Michelle and others who
were interested attended a
couple days of training and
went through quite a lengthy
interview process. During
the interview Michelle had to
tell her testimony, what God

is doing in her life now, and
share once again why she
wanted to work with Youth
For Christ. She particularly
enjoys working with the
Junoir High at BUGC. “I
love discussion groups. The
kids open up and talk about
things they would be afraid
to share in a large setting.
This is a time where I can
also talk with the kids oneon-one.
That is very
important to me.” :
Bourbonnais Upper
Grade Center isn’t the only
place Youth For Christ is
reaching out. There is also a
growing number of junior
highers at Kankakee Junior
High School who are excited
about the “group” set up this
year by Brad Foster. I had
the privilege of meeting with
this group and attending the
first couple meetings with
Youth For Christ.
The
activities were started after
schools and the numbers
that first night were as
tounding.
Ninety kids
showed up to have snacks,
play games, and hear about
the gospel of Jesus Christ.
The staff of Youth For
Christ volunteers were more
than excited. Since then
Youth For Christ at Kankakee
Junior High School has been
moved to a different night
and the message of Christ
continues to be shared.
Brad Foster, who is a 1994
graduate of Olivet, got
involved in Youth For Christ
by starting off as a volunteer
while at Olivet for two
years, staying involved for a
few years afterward and
was called onto full time
staff in Sept of 1999. Brad
Foster says that teachers
and staff around Kankakee
Junior High Schools have
A captive group of students In Birchard attend one of the many outreach events discussed Youth For Christ
sponsered tyto u th For ChrisLThis particular gathering was held in February and with him in saying that there
YTCwelconred guestspeaherMchariQobh,fannerfciebachBrfor1heChlcago Bears. is a lot of positive feedback
(Subm ittedphoto)

go home.
I talked with Rachel
Spiritual Life editor
Martinson who is a sixth
grade student at Bourbonnais
Many around Olivet Upper Grade Center (BUGC).
know someone who is in, or Rachel attends “group” with
has been in, Youth For Youth For Christ on Mon
Christ. At the least you have day evenings from 7:00strolled by a booth set up by 8:00. A regular evening
YFC in Ludwig. “What is starts out with games such
Youth For Christ?” you as “Do Anything For A
might have wondered. “How Dollar” which entails stu
are they different from any dents standing up in front of
other organization on cam their peers and doing crazy
pus?” I have had the stunts to win a dollar. After
privilege of working and about twenty-five minutes
talking with many who are of games the students break
involved with Youth For up into discussion groups of
Christ here at Olivet. Youth about five to seven people.
For Christ is a nationally These small groups of
known organization who’s students are put with a
mission is to reach out into leader (many from Olivet)
different communities and and discuss the topic of the
share the gospel of Jesus week. Previous topics have
Christ. Many on campus included honesty, peer pres
have chosen to get involved sure, caring, kindness, and
in this particular outreach. friendships. After discus
These students "dedicate sion groups on Monday
their time regularly once a nights BUGC has “Talk with
week and go to different Amy” where Amy Paglia ,
schools to hold “groups” the leader of Youth For
where they have about a two Christ at BUGC, addresses
hour time span of interaction the entire group and shares
with the kids. During this real life stories while relating
time there are games, them to the Bible and the
snacks, discussion groups, lesson for that evening.
and a Biblical lesson is taught Rachel says that “Talk with
before the students leave to Amy” is her favorite part of
By Chrlstan N. McCoy

from students about their
Tuesday night meetings.
Out of 800 students in that
school over 170 of them
have already attended a
“group” for Youth For
Christ. Brad Foster says
that they have been averag
ing about sixty students
weekly and have near
twenty new kids each week.
The numbers are steadily
growing. Brad Foster also
goes into Kankakee Junior
High School and has lunch
with the students the after
noon before “group.” Not
only does this remind the
students to come but it also
expresses the heart of Youth
For Christ. To reach kids
through love, the same love
that was shown to up
through the blood Jesus
Christ.
As the Matthew 5:1415 states, “You are the light
of the world. A city on a hill
cannot be hidden. Neither
do people light a lamp and
put it under a bowl. Instead
they put it on a stand, and it
gives light to everyone in the
house.” Youth For Christ is
doing just this. Humble
people willing to give what
they can for others in the
name of the Lord. People
who are willing to be a light
in the dark world. People
who are taking up their
cross and presenting the
message of Jesus Christ in
our schools. Youth For
Christ is an organization that
is constantly looking for
volunteers.
If you are
interested in helping out in
the Kankakee area, please
stop by the booth next time
you pass it on your way to
the cafeteria, or simply ask
someone you know how to
get involved. This world is
crying out for something to
grasp on to, something to
give them hope. We have
the answer. Are you willing
to go?
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W hat
byJoahuaHerndon
Spiritual Life writer

The horror remains,
but the surprise is gone. In
fact, it’s no longer a random
act of violence, but rather a
terrifying epidemic, and all
of us are left scratching our
heads, wondering how these
kids missed the message.
Then, reality sets in and we
begin to ponder the ridicu
lous assumptions that very
question entails.
What
message? What have we as
a society done to prevent
this from happening? My
question is, “Why are we
still amazed that this kind of
thing happened in the first
place?” Pretty anticipates, I
thought.
And surely I
wasn’t the only one. Here
we have it: another school
shooting, and another school
killing...not done by terror
ists who want thé political
structures of this country to
hear their pleas of unfortu
nate consequence, but rather
students who simply don’t
like their fellow classmates.
Unfortunately, their logic
makes since: no problem I
have ever faced has been
bulletproof, and no problem
that has ended with an
empty cartridge has re
mained existent. From a
Christian point of view, this
sounds horrible, but we are
looking at a society where

Christianity is nothing more
than an integrity support
frame, not a faith in the
greatest gift given to all of
humanity. So let’s quit
trying to pretend that prayer
in schools and gun restric
tion laws are going to solve
this; instead, let’s put the
Christian perspective in a
reality-based world for a
moment. If you feel more
comfortable in our previ
ously existing, perfect world,
you may return there shortly.
Just humor those of us who
are less than optimistic.
Previous excuses
are quite abundant: parents
are to blame, kids are to
blame, media is to blame,
Hollywood’s the culprit,
society doesn’t care, God’s
somewhere in the Bermuda
Triangle. So what do we do
with this? Where do we
start? Some say take the
guns away from everyone,
and that will decrease
criminal activity.
My
response: “Oh, the benefits
of the Black Market” (sar
casm granted). Some say
put prayer back in schools.
My response: “Prayer never
left, and separation of
church and state never
sounded more inviting, es
pecially with all of the “other
religions” that now infiltrate
this country like never
before. I mean, do you want
your child’s teacher leading
the class in an Islamic

meditation tradition before
Social Studies? The best of
both worlds isn’t possible
here in Kansas anymore,
Dorothy.” You see, the
problem is not past solutions
needing to be revamped; the
problem is that solutions
have rarely been offered.
Old traditions don’t work,
because those who set up
the old traditions have
returned to dust, and unfor
tunately the benefits that
they have contributed have
done the same. Solutions
are a thing of the past; now
we need to just survive, and
for our kids, survival will be
a characteristic of a minor
ity: the minority known as
“the living.”
Violence in schools
is not the fault of anyone...it
is the fault of everyone.
What amazes me the most is
; that I have heard Christians
question the very presence
of God in this whole mess.
“Where is God in all of
this?” What amazes me
even more is that even those
who don’t demonstrate a
true relationship with Jesus
Christ ask this question, as
though they would be able to
recognize the presence of
God, even if it “were there.”
Hope is found by those who
know what hope is. Vio
lence plagues this nation,
and even our most prized
possessions, our children,
are falling prey to it every

day. We try to solve this
issue by taking things away:
those things have been
condemned by our society
already. The problem is not
in what exists, but in that
which does not exist.
Violence has been around
since sin first entered into
the Lord’s perfect creation.
What brings it to the light of
public concern is when
those who are innocent fall
victim to the horrible ramifi
cations of such actions. But
who are the innocent? We
say the kids are innocent,
and that the parents are
responsible.
Well, the
parents had parents, didn’t
they? “Well, obviously the
teachers aren’t doing their
job in preventing violence.”
Since when was the law
enforcement duty an active
requirement for educational
positions? “Well, there is"
always the media!” Don’t
most of those people have
kids? Don’t you see? We
are caught in a horrible cycle
of death, and answers are a
thing of the past.
There it is, for the
whole world to enjoy. Each
of us must decide what can
be done. You can choose to
confront whomever you
would like, but the problem
remains.
Weep for the
world! Pray continually, but
weep as well. Christ did that
very thing for the city of
Jerusalem. Why, because

he had given up all hope?
No, because hope was
extinct from the world on
which He looked below.
And hope remains hidden
today, and with it love.
Violence in schools is
nothing more than the
physical evidence of the hate
and disgust each of us hold
within ourselves, and no one
begins to wonder whether
violence is the reason for
this initial hostility. Quit
being astounded by what
occurs. Instead, see what
you have done to promote it,
and in seeing it, notice it in
others. See if maybe,
somewhere, you have been
the cause of this. We have
been chosen to love and
include. How have you done
that, or should I ask, “Have
you done that?” Seek the
Lord, and when you find
Him, or rather when you
realize he is already there,
take that and infest the world
with it. Aim to make random
acts of violence a memory
of what the world was
before you looked beyond it
all. Let it be something that
surprises you. When vio
lence misplaces itself from
the norm, God will be
redeemed. Until then, He is
nothing more than the
ultimate, sacrificial lamb,
and ladies and gentleman, He
already did that once. And
once was enough for all.

Christian Music is food for the soul
by Christen N. McCoy
S piritualLife Editor

I love Christian
music; I absolutely love it. I
grew up with my parents
listening to Keith Green and
learning songs from experts
in the Christian music
business such as Sandi

Patty, Amy Grant, and
Michael W. Smith. A love
for Christian music was
instilled in me when I was
young and is most definitely
here to stay. What other
types of music can you not
only listen to the best voices
in the business but also be
encouraged in your walk

with the Lord? I have had
the opprotunity to meet
many people involved in
Contemporary Christian
Music. Their lives, passion
for the Lord, and eagerness
to reach others is inspiring.
They not only believe what
they sing, but live it as well.
Why would we, as

Christians, not want to
eagerly support Christian
music? If you have not
experienced the diversity of
Christian music, allow me to
tell you, there is plenty!
Christian music is no longer
simply what some would
refer to as “church music.”
In fact, if you are consider

ing buying a cd but are not
sure if the local Christian
Bookstore has “your kind of
music, make sure to ask.
There are even many post
ers in Christian Bookstores
that compare secular music
to the kind of Christian
music of that same style.
Check out Christian music!
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Heading back to Tulsa
tional tournament in Tulsa, Okla
homa for the fourth year in a row.
The win also adds a CCAC tourna
ment championship trophy to the
It’s Tulsa time again for the ONlf trophy case in the McHie lobby.
men’s basketball team. The Tigers
The win on Saturday was not
an easy one. It came
down to the last pos
session with seconds
on the shot clock. Point
guard Tyler Field, who
is third in career assists,
ran the clock down for
one last shot. Time run
ning out, Field drove to
the. basket and dished
off to fellow senior
Drew Neal. With 3-5
seconds left in the game
k l Neal hit the one-footer
isM sa p H to put the Tigers up by
ì l i ' œ Sot i&m two.
Zach Freeman led
é k .M i
the Tigers with 22
Lee C o o m ler lo oks fo r an open j
points and eight r e - 1
team ate.
bounds.
Four of
Freeman’s points came
(G lim m erG lass ph o to b y S co tt H ughes)
from monstrous dunks
(27-6) defeated conference-rival St. that instantly ignited the crowd.
X avier 69-67 last Saturday in “Those are definitely the two most
McHie arena. The win allows the memorable dunks of my career,”
Tigers to advance to the NAIA Na- said Freeman.
By Anna Bablnski
Sports writer

wM

Thé other four starters
and seniors Lee Coomler (14
points), Brian McCauley (11
points), Neal (13 points and
13 boards),-and Field (6 as
sists) stepped up their games.
Saturday, being thejr last ca
reer home game equaled to
bè the swèetest of all wins.
It was an added bonus to
share the victory with 800
friends and family members
in McHie arêna. “They were
awesome. They gave me
chills. It’s like having a sixth
man on the court,’’Freeman
said about the crowd.
D rew N eal w a its fo r an o th er
With the regular season
and the conference tourna rebou nd.
ment over, the Tigers have (G lim m erG lass pho to b y S co tt
high expectations in Tulsa. H ughes)
The team is ready to go down
and play like they are capable and be on Wednesday, March 8th. They
hopefully bring home some hard will leave for Tulsa on Sunday,
ware. “Obviously we‘want to win. March 12. •'
We just want to go down there and
play as hard as we can and see what W rite fo r sports!
happens,” said Freeman.
C all Kris @5315 or
Coach Hodge and his team will
find out what they are seeded and e-m ail at idngram
who their first opponent/vicitm will

Swinging to a winning tradition
By Anna Bablnski
Sports writer

New uniforms, a new field, a
new coach and that’s not all. The
ONU baseball team is looking to
start a new winning tradition. The
2000 season holds well for die Ti
gers as they return key players and
also fill spots with respectable trans
fer students.
Coach Elliot Johnson takes his
resume of 20 years of coaching and
hopes to get the Tigers headed in the
right direction. Johnson has
coached in Tennessee and Texas and
has also coached Athletes in Action
for three years. He. h a i over 500
career victories at Trevecca
N azarene
U niversity
and
LeToumeau University. “We ex
pect to go out and be competitive.

If we go out and give a total effort
and represent the university well, I’ll
be happy,” Johnson said.
After dropping their season
opener to Lewis University 16-11,
the Tigers are now in Florida for a
two-week spring trip. They will be
able to get a lot of games in and
hopefully come back ready to beat
die area teams arid prepare for con
ference.
Bryan Batthauer, MVP of the
team last year, will be the team’s
main force both offensively and de
fensively. Batthauer, an all-around
athlete is looking to excel and help
his team. Batthauer, who played
shortstop last season for the Tigers,
will now fulfill duties on the mound.
“H e’s got a very strong arm ,”
Johnson said.
Also pitching is senior Matt
Schweitzer who was 4-5 last year

with a 3.62 ERA. Schweitzer has
great potential to the Tigers ace.
Brian Crist went 3-6 last season and
brings some experience to the team.
Johnson is hoping others will step
up and be able to throw some in
nings.
Those include Chad Stimpson,
Potter Widekis, Nathan Hinkle,
Tony Jeck, Ben K ayser, Ryan
Saadorf, and Ben Colling. “They
are going to have to learn in a hurry.
We really are going to need some
people to step up there,” Johnson
said.
Behind the plate is University of
Northern Iowa junior transfer Dan
Heefner. Freshman catcher, Ben
Colling will also see some playing
time for the team.
Paul Shipman will start at sec
ond base with sophomores Chip
Maxson and Paul Franzen behind

him. At shortstop will be Jesse
Gilge, a junior transfer from Mon
tana. Gilge will also be a force at
the plate with his bat and his speed
on die bases. At third base will be
Kevin Wilson, a transfer from Lake
land. Ben Kayser will fill the du
ties at first base.
In the outfield will be junior Greg
Murphy who hit .305 and had 5
homeruns last season. Sophomore
Landon Colling we be in centerfield.
Colling is also expected to be a main
contributed at the plate. Aaron
Garrett, a transfer from Kellogg
Community College is in right field.
If the Tigers can put everything
together, they will be contenders for
first place in the ponference. After
that, there are hopes of winning the
conference tournament and playoffs
and advancing to the NAIA National
Tournament.

Sports
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A day in the life of an athlete
Kevin M cNutt walks us through a typical day as a student,
boyfriend, and athlete
room to suppress my nagging 4
year injury. After my super
special trainer, Tracy Iperlaan
fixes me up, I head to practice
for 4:00. After practice, hit the
weightroom, because everyone
knows I need it! Then I head
back to the wonderful cafeteria
to catch whatever they haven’t
taken away yet! The rest of the
night consists of doing some
homework, making time to see
you (my girlfriend), and chillin’
to try and stay sane.” ,

By Amy Rlckelman
Sports writer

Due to Olivet having a small track program
and no track for the team to compete on, so many
students do not realize the hard work and
devotion that each one of those who run on the
team put forth. Kevin McNutt, a sophomore on
the track team this year, is one of those among the
team who puts forth long hours of hard training
and gives up free timé on the weekends in order
to prepare and compete for meets. Not only is
Kevin good on the track but he is also and
outstanding student, friend, and I am very proud '
to call him my boyfriend.
What brought you to Olivet?
“First off, the small atmosphere was
something that I liked. I felt that the personal
attention from professors and the smaller class
size would help me make the most of academic
life. Another big reason was the Christian
background. I had recently become a Christian
when I was deciding on schools and felt that it
would be the best for me. Also, the opportunity
to continue running track was an important

How often do you have to travel
for meets and how long do they
last?
“ It all depends on the meet,
The farthest we travel for a
Story continued on the
n e x t p a g e .....
Kevin and his g irlfrien d A m y a t a tra c k m eet.
(subm itted p h o to )

factor to me.The clincher was that it was close to
home and this “mama’s boy” didn’t want to miss
the occasional home cooking and free laundry.”
What is your GPA, major awards, etc.?
“My GPA is somewhere between 3.8 and 3.9.
Right now I am majoring in engineering and
leaning towards a mechanical concentration, but
as of right now I haven’t made any final decision.
As for awards, I have been on the Dean’s list
every semester and I receive one of the ONU
academic scholarships, if you consider that an
award.”
How are you doing in track at Olivet?
“I participated in Christian Nationals indoor
and outdoor last year and I qualified again this
year for indoor. I got off to a decent start this
year, but I hope to pick it up for outdoor season
and make a run at qualifying for the NALA
National meet. I think if I work hard, I could
qualify in the 400 meter hurdles. As for placing
in our meets, I took third last year in conference
in the 400 hurdles and have placed in the top five
in a handful of other
meets.”

Kevin w ith h is room ate Josh
B roughton.
(S ubm itted p h o to )

In detail, describe your busiest day.
“ Well, on Wednesday I wake up around 7:45
and get ready for my 8:30 class. After that, I
head to chapel and then back to class at 11. Then,
I hit the old cafeteria for some scrumptous fine
dining. Then back to the lab to finish a"project or
some homework for my 2:00 class. After class, I
get ready for practice and head to the training

Kevin w ith his frien d s Josh R ains
and R ob England.
(S ubm itted p h o to )

Sports
regular meet is about 4-5 hours, but coach
usually trys to get some close ones for us. How
long they last also depends on where we’re at,
because some places don’t know how to run a
meet, so it takes about 2 hours longer than it
should. Most of our meets are usually between 8
and 10 hours. Hopefully I’ll be headed to the
NAIA National meet, which is a few days long
and is in Canada this year.”

McNutt Cont.

H ü

Kevin McNutt practices everyday:
(Gtim merGtassphotoby ScottHughes)

What role do your friends and family play in your
life and how have they influenced you?
“My family helps me get through the
academic part of my life. They are the ones who
ask how classes are going and help motivate and
encourage my growth as a student. My friends
on the other hand help me get through each and
every day. My friends along with you (my
girlfriend) help me tackle the challenges I face
every day. They also help me grow spiritually
and become an all around better person.”
Tell me about your relationship with your
girlfriend Amy...which happens to be me?
“For those of you who don’t know us, we met
the first week of my freshman year. After
wooing you with my incredibly small amount of
charm, we started dating and have been together
going on 16 months now. They say time flies
when you’re having fun; it seems like I met you
a couple of weeks ago, yet I feel so close to you.
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Personally, I want to say thanks for standing by
my side for everything we’ve been through and
making me a better person.”
How do you balance time with your social life,
track, and academics?
“Being an unorganized person doesn’t help
very much but for some reason academics
usually comes fairly quickly to me, so homework
doesn’t take aloi of time. If it is difficult, I have
professors and friends willing to help me, which
I appreciate. As for track, it is only two to three
hours a night, which is a commitment but not an
overwhelming one. Somehow my social life just
falls in there between everything else. Overall,
throw in a few late nights and early mornings and
I manage to fit everything in.”
If there is one thing you could change in your life
what would it be?
“If I had one thing to change I would want my
family to share the same interest in having a
personal relationship with Christ. Being the only
Christian in my family makes it hard but I
continually pray that they will feel that same
desire to follow Him.”

Know someone who deserves recog
nition for all their hard work? Let us
know at ext. 5315. They could be
our next feature!

Nazarene Credit Union
is proud to announce its new and improved
websiteatwww.nazarene.com.
NAZ-LINK offers the convenience of:
■ Paying bills online
■ Tranferring money online
■ Applying for loans and VISA cards online
■ Calculating loan payments
■ Ordering checks online
... and much, much more!

Call us today at 1-800-343-6328.
Nazarene Credit Union, 1770 East Lambert Road, RO. Box 4000, Brea, CA 92822-4000
An independent financial institution, not affiliated with the general Church of the Nazarene

Sports
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Next stop, Jackson, Tenn.
C ourtesy of ONU W ebm aster

The Olivet Nazarene University women’s
basketball team is headed to the NAIA nationals
for the first time after its 66-56 victory Saturday
over Indiana-South Bend at McHie. Arena to
decide the Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic
Conference Tournament.
The Tigers now have time to enjoy their
accomplishment since the NAIA National
Toumarhent does not start until March 15. “I ’m
especially proud of this bunch because we were
0-10 at one point last year and I saw a lot of tears
during that time,” ONU coach Doug Porter said.
“I can’t say enough about how they have worked
hard to get better and the character and
dedication of all of them.”
The Tigers delighted a boisterous home
crowd in the opening half as they tried to provide
the knockout punch by halftime.
ONU
dominated the first half at both ends as it ran out
to ai comfortable 18-7 lead and built the
advantage all the way to 21 points (39-18) before
the Titans scored the last six points before
halftime to trail 39-24.
Anna Babinski helped get the Tigers off to the
good start with 11 of her 13 points in the opening
half. But there were plenty of anxious moments
after halftime for Olivet as it tried to put away the
visitors.
The trouble started as Indiana- South Bend
kept the momentum it had started in the waning
moments before the intermission. Worse news
came in the foul department for the Tigers. ONU
center Lanita Thomas’ fourth foul came just two
minutes into the second half and was forced to
the bench. Then, forward Christina Golden
picked up her fourth foul with 16:10 remaining
and was replaced.
As the two sat, the Titans pecked away at the

lead. Indiana-South Bend’s Billie Bonner (12
second-half points) had a field day inside after
the tandem’s departure.
Bonner’s play inside helped open the outside
for. Keaton Brumm, who scored nine secondhalf points. Thomas came in with 13:05 left and
Golden, shortly thereafter.' With eight minutes
left, the Titans pulled to within 49-45, but no
closer. They only*kored 11 points the rest of the
way as an ONU zone to protect Thomas and
Golden thrived,
“We’ve zoned South Bend a lot because their
inside game is so physical but we don’t play it
until we are forced to,” Porter said. “We felt with
Thomas and Golden’s foul trouble we had to.”
Golden made her presence felt at the offensive
end, as well. The junior scored eight points in a
10-2 run to push Olivet to a 59-47 advantage
with 4:29 left.
The Titans hung around though, as they
scored the : next four points when ONU
committed a turnover and forced a bad shot. A
good defensive stand gave ONU the ball back
and it looked to its leader, Diana Wendell. And
the MVP of the CCAC, who had been quiet much
of the day, sealed the deal. The junior buried five
of six free throws and also scored a runner in
traffic after a dribble- drive clear out following a
clock- whittling possession. “We do a play to run
the clock down and if the play opens I take it, and
I did,” Wendell said.
As for the pressure free throws down the
stretch. “We shoot free throws1every day in
practice,” she said. “I never really thought about
it, I just shoot them and they pretty much go in, I
guess I did miss, though.” She finished with a
game-high 15 points, seven coming in the final
two minutes.
“We try to get the ball into Diana’s hands late
in games because of teams trying to foul,” Porter

L ets hear it for W endy Parsons!
Attention all students! This is Wendy’s last year, and
we owe him a lot of thanks. Please join the sports
section of the GlimmefGlass as we tip our hat to this great guy.
r't*

~

* *- '■

Please send all and any tributes to
kingram @ olivet.edu. These tributes w ill be included
in an upcoming special edition issue, celebrating
and thanking Wendy Parsons for all his hard work
and enthusiasm .

$4 ■

V

th e T ig ers.
(G lim m erG lass pho to b y S co tt H ughes)

said. “She is about a 90 percent free throw
shooter in the league and is usually a guaranteed
two points.”
Besides Wendell, Babinski and Golden each,
finished with 13, while Thomas scored 12.

Arts & Entertainment
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O N U greets spring play ‘Hello Dolly!’
By Scott Roberts
A rts w riter

played by Jessica DeZwaan, “Hello Dolly!” is chock full
spends her time sticking her of love triangles, money and
Believe it or not, nose into other people’s devine intervention.
Out of a number of
there was dancing at Olivet business. But, what she is
on March 2, 3, and 4 as the - best at is matchmaking. aspects, of “Hello Dolly!”
departments of Art, Music
and Speech Communica
tions came together for the
first time to present the
musical “Hello Dolly!”“Hello
Dolly!” will go down in
Olivet’s history as the first
musical with choreographed
dancing.
It was a wonderful
musical which used a great
orchestra, a talented cast
and colorful backdrops to
create one of the most
entertaining musicals at
Olivet.
The musical takes
place in the town of Yon O liv e t’s s p rin g p la y ‘H e llo D o lly !’ fe a tu re d
kers, New York where m usic, dan cin g and actin g .
Dolly Gallagher Levi, (G lim m erG lass pho to b y S co tt H ughes)

which were different about
his spring musical com
pared to Olivet’s past
musicals, one thing will
stick out.
It took effort put
ting this together combined
services of the Speech
Communications
Deptartment, the Music
Deptartment and the Art
Deptartment for the first
time.
Professor Jeff
Wells, director of the pro
duction, said he had “a lot of
fun” directing “Hello
Dolly!” Wells said the only
real problem was trying to
get the dancing scenes
cleared with the administra
tion. He finally succeeded
and “Hello Dolly!” was
launched.
Many cast mem-

bers also had fun with the
first broadway musical at
Olivet. Jessica DeZwaan,
(Dolly) said, “I had a lot of
fun. It was great.”
Josh Vance, the
lead waiter, said he also had
a blast.
There were spec
tacular choreography scenes
throughout “Hello Dolly!”
that took numerous hours of
practice. It was amazing to
see how well they did it and
with such ease. Josh Vance
said “Justin (Nixon) de
serves all the credit. He
choreographed it all.”
Practicing took
it’s toll on all the members
of the “Hello Dolly!” cast
and crew with practices
from 6-11 every night over
a period of a few weeks. It
was all worth it as Olivet put
on one of the best spring
muscials ever.

Green Room to create perfect murder
GlimmerGlass staff re
port
As the snow melts
and the rains fall, starting
the trees to bud and air to
warm, it once again be
comes time for the Green
room Drama Club to present
the annual spring play.
After last year’s
refreshing presentation of
William Shakespeare’s A
Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Green Room directors of
theater, Sarah Schneider
and Corey T. Wilson felt that
it was time for
something dif
ferent.
at
Nosing
■ * through scripts
day in and day
out,
nothing
came about that
would be fitting
for an institution
of higher learn

r

ing, such as Olivet, that is
until they happened by one
particular title
by mistake.
“We picked the
show out by matter of
coincidence,” said Sarah
Schneider.
“We had just started
looking at a prospective
script when we noticed a
familiar title in the same
book.”
Indeed, Frederick
Knott’s Dial “M” for Mur
der is a familiar title, at least
to all the Alfred Hitchcock
fans out there.
The film debuted
in 1954 and starred Ray
Milland and Grace Kelly,
well after the play’s original
release in London. The
movie was filmed in 3-D,
though not actually released
in that way until after
Hitchcock’s death.
Later the film was
remade under the title “A
Perfect Murder” starring

M ichael Douglas and
Gwyneth Paltrow.
The show is simply
about a murder. A shallow
husband wants his wife’s
money and develops a plan
to ‘get rid’ of her so that he
may get his hands on the
cash.
To achieve this, he
goes about creating the
perfect details, the perfect
motive and the perfect alibi
to put together an air-tight
murder that simply can’t go
wrong... or can it?
The Greenroom is
now reviving the original
stage show for the pleasure
of enjoying one of ‘the
classics in its original form.
The show will bring back
actors, such as Eric
Gemhand, Kara Lloyd,
Shannon Garrett and Jason
Holmes, while welcoming
Jason Garrett to Olivet’s
stage for the first time.
“Directing really
has been a pleasure,” said

co-director, Corey T. Wil
son. “It has its hardships,
sure-but it’s really kind of
thrilling even at its dullest
moments.”
Both Schneider and
Wilson are proud of the
show and excited about how
well things are turning out.
“Even if you don’t
like stage plays, you may
like this,” Wilson said, “It’s
the kind of show you have
to let yourself get sucked
into.”
Practices, thus far,
have consumed most of a
few weeks and will prove
more demanding as perfor
mances draw near, just a
couple of weeks after Spring
Break.
Dial “M” for Mur
der will be presented on
April 6th, 7th, and 8th and is
sure to keep some folks on
the edges of their seats.
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Art Dept gets technological
By David Pohlmeler
Arts writer

Ian Soper has cre
ated a work of art. Not the
kind of art you might
expect, such as a painting,
or sculpture. Ian has created
a digital work of art: a
webpage. He has created
ONU’s Art Department
website, art.olivet.edu.
Let me tell you
first, this isn’t your typical
site dedicated to a specific
field of study or major here
at ONU. This website is
original and finely crafted.
It took a lot of time and
patience
to
create.
Macromedia Flash 4, the
program he used to create
this, isn’t the easiest pro

gram to use. However, Ian
did it with style and ease.
I decided to give
this Flash program a try and
I found out it is no walk in
the park. It is complex and
things never seem to work
out how you want them to.
I asked Ian what
the hardest part of creating
this site was. “Learning
while doing
it... was difficult,” Ian said.
“How to use Flash
and HTML together on only
the second webpage I have
created was hard,” he said,
“I wasn’t quite sure how
things would interact.”
(Ians’s other web page is
< m e m b e r.trip o d .c o m /
iansoper>)
The site has every
thing you might want to

know about the Art Depart tion not only Olivet is taking, Art Department racing to
ment. It has pictures of but the Art Department, as keep students, alumni and
recent shows, students and well. As technology is intrested web surfers inprofessors.
Information rapidly progressing Olivet’s formed.
about classes is provided
along with a description of
what is taught. You can
even check out alumni of
the art department and their
respective websites.
The site has a
multitude of information.
Upon asking Ian how he felt
about this website, he said
“I ’m really happy with it, it
fell together well.”
“It is easy to add
stuff to the site, and I feel
very happy to show people
the site,” Ian said. “I would
feel comfortable showing it
to professionals.”
Ian S o p er tread s through th e ‘su p er h igh
This webpage is a way" all In th e nam e o f O NU.
great example of die direc- (subm itted p h o to )

Campus Favorites skipped in Oscar Mix
Tribune Media

One of the most
common questions floating
around college campuses in
February is, "Why was that
movie nominated?"
Ah, The Academy
Awards. An annual event
plagued with accusations of
racism , sexism, suspect
backroom politics and over
whelming jealousy. But an
event we love nonetheless.
It is the one night
the stars are bright and shin
ing. And the one night the
whole world feels their
worth.
We feel passion
ately about the films that
have stoked passion in us
and we can't help but won
der why the movies we most
enjoyed don't make the list
of nominees.
This year's shortlist
' fails to include many profit
able and high profile col
lege-student favorites. "The
Blair Witch Project," "Three
Kings," "American Pie,"
"Mummy," "Big Daddy,"

"Man on the Moon," and
„"Runaway Bride," were
completely ignored, and two
other campus hits, "Austin
Powers," and "South Park,"
received only one nomina
tion each.
Hmmmmm. What's
going on here? Why aren't
college favorites making the

T h e 72nd annual
O scar cerem o ny w ill
be held on M arch
26th . It w ill be
hosted by veteran
B illy C rystal.

cut?
Well, for starters,
we must acknowledge that
the Oscars are as arbitrary as
any other award, from that
first-place ribbon in the
grade school science fair to
the Nobel Prize. Taste, qual
ity, politics, business and a
bevy of other personal pref
erences influence voting
members of The Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.
The Academy at
tempts to establish itself as
a beacon of good taste in a
sea of a primarily profitdriven art. Voting members
often select "serious" work
over comedies and action
flicks, occasionally bowing
to critically acclaimed, yet
financially under-perform
ing, films to preserve an air
of sophistication.
Because advertis
ing during the Oscars swells
Academy coffers, voting
members also strive to land
a huge television audience,
which, of course, requires
them to highlight a certain
number of films popular

with moviegoers.
Balancing needs —
image and economy — re
quires the Academy to split
nominations between popu
lar and less known (some
times considered "artsy")
fare.
It's also interesting
to note that only in the last
decade have independent
films begun to penetrate the
Oscars. The Academy has
always tended to stick with
big studio productions. But
with the relatively new
mainstream acceptance of
the indies, the Academy has
involved many prominent
independent movies in the
Oscar process.
That, in turn, con
tinues to lessen chances that
the popular films we all love
—the ones that aren't always
endearing to critics and
made by big studios -- earn
a nomination.
And while we may
not see a few of our favor
ites at this year's awards cer
emony, which is coming up
March 26, it's a good bet that
we'll still watch.

Oscar
Nominees
Best Picture:
’“American Beauty
♦The Cider House Rules
*The Green Mile
*The Insider
*The Sixth Sense

Actor In A
Leading Role
*Russell Crowe
♦Richard Farnsworth
*Sean Penn
♦Kevin Spacey
*Denzel Washington

Actress In a
Leading Role
♦AnnetetBening
*Janet McTeer
*Julianne Moore
♦Meryl Streep
♦Hilary Swank

Best Directing
♦American Beauty
♦Being John Malkovich
♦The Cider House Rules
♦The Insider
♦Sixth Sense

